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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a method for image
selection using Web image search for automatic video biography
authoring. In the proposed method, images are selected from
the image search results considering their visual contents for
inclusion in the video biography. Through evaluation, we con-
firmed the effectiveness of the proposed image selection method
compared to a baseline method which simply selects the top 1
search result.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among various genres of news, the most popular ones are

“sports” and “celebrity”. Since these news involve famous

people, their characters are often introduced in the form of

video biographies which summarize their lives. Since a video

biography visually introduces the character of a person-in-

focus, it is usually more intuitive than text-based information.

Thus, even if we are not familiar with the person, it would be

easier to get acquainted with his/her character.

In reality, such a video biography is broadcasted after

sudden incidents; mostly the death of the person introduced in

the form of an obituary, which requires a speedy and timely

authoring process. However, since manual editing of video is

time consuming, the contents of the video biography tend to be

composed of limited materials of well-known topics in recent

years that are easily retrieved from the archive.

Meanwhile, Web portals such as Wikipedia1 and image

search engines have become popular and useful. Since they

are sources of rich materials on famous people, we have been

considering the usage of such materials for editing a video

biography of a famous person.

We are currently implementing a framework that auto-

matically authors a video biography using Web contents by

the process-flow shown in Figure 1. First, given the name

of a person-in-focus, the framework accumulates from an

Wikipedia article, key-phrases that represent specific events

concerning the person.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Fig. 1. Process-flow of the automatic video biography authoring framework.

Next, given a key-phrase and the name of the person, image

search is performed. In general, it is considered that the top 1

search result is the most relevant to the search query [1].

However, in reality, the visual contents of the top 1 search

result does not exactly match the query, even though it may be

relevant in one way or another. This does not always satisfy our

purpose, since it is important to select the most typical image

related to the key-phrase. Therefore, in this paper, we propose

an image selection method based on matching with general

images of the given key-phrase to select the most visually

suitable image among the top-ranked search results.

Finally, the selected images are concatenated into a video

biography in the form of a slide-show.

In this paper, we focus on the method for image selection

using Web image search, where images are selected from

the image search results considering their visual contents for

inclusion in the video biography.

Since most existing automatic video authoring methods [2],

[3] mainly use given contents to edit a video, their users need

to accumulate the contents beforehand, whereas the proposed

method includes the contents accumulation process. With this

method, we expect to realize efficient and effective authoring
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of, where a user only needs to input the name of the person-

in-focus to obtain a video biography.

As few related works regarding contents accumulation, Liu

et al. have proposed an automatic image suggestion method

for presentation purposes [4]. However, since their work aims

at supporting manual authoring of presentation materials, it

considers “semantic diversity” and “visual diversity” among

multiple suggestions proposed to users as important criteria.

This is different from our criterion where selecting the most

suitable (or in other words, typical) image that matches a given

query is the important factor.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,

we describe the proposed key-phrase accumulation method. In

Section III, we describe the proposed image selection method.

In Section IV, we report the result of an experiment. Finally,

we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. KEY-PHRASE ACCUMULATION

Given the name of a person-in-focus, we accumulate key-

phrases from an Wikipedia article on the person so that they

could be used as text queries for image search.

By manually analyzing obituaries actually broadcasted on

television (BBC (UK), NHK (Japan), NPO (The Netherlands),

RTL(Germany), and WDR (Germany)), we concluded that

in order to summarize the life of a famous person, a video

biography should be composed of three topics; childhood,

profession, and personal life.

For the key-phrases concerning childhood, we accumulate

typical information from DBpedia 2 [5] which is a structured

database of information obtained from Wikipedia.

Since the type of information concerning profession and

personal life are different per person and thus not struc-

tured and described uniformly in DBpedia, we accumulate

keyphrases concerning these topics directly from an Wikipedia

article on the person. In Wikipedia, editors can emphasize

phrases by using the Wiki syntax. Since the phrases tend to

be characteristic information, referring to Wiki syntax, we

accumulate them as key-phrases concerning the profession
and the personal life of the person. Since the first block of

an Wikipedia article is likely to be a summary that contains

the most representative information in the entire article, we

primarily accumulate key-phrases from this block. To classify

a key-phrase into either of the two topics after accumulation,

we apply word template matching to the titles of all the

subsections in the article.

We additionally accumulate key-phrases concerning per-
sonal life from the remaining part of the Wikipedia article.

We defined five sub-topics under the personal life topic:

hobby, side-business, social activism, spouse, and work, and

prepared word templates to detect additional key-phrases for

each of them. These sub-topics were defined by analyzing

video biographies actually broadcasted on television.

An extracted key-phrase which is a section title of the

Wikipedia article and identical to a templates is not suitable

2http://dbpedia.org/sparql/

Fig. 2. Process-flow of the image selection using a key-phrase and the name
of the person-in-focus.

for a key-phrase since it will be too general. In this case, we

decided to substitute it to make it more concrete.

A substitute key-phrase is accumulated from the section

corresponding to the title identical to the template. As same as

the method introduced in the previous paragraph, emphasized

phrases which match to word templates corresponding to the

sub-topics are extracted as the substitute key-phrases. Note

that, in order to increase the variety of templates for this pur-

pose, we expanded them by accumulating terms cooccurring

to those in the templates using Word2Vec [6].

III. IMAGE SELECTION

The method searches images using a combination of key-

phrase q and the name p of the person-in-focus as a query, and

sort them by search ranking. We named the top M images as

“Personalized Key-Phrase Images” IP . Formally,

IP = S(q ∩ p) = {iP1 , iP2 , . . . , iPM}, (1)

where the function S(q ∩ p) returns images iPm (m =
1, 2, . . . ,M ) retrieved by a joint query q and p.

We want to select an image whose contents match the key-

phrase best. For that, the method searches images using only

key-phrase q as a query, and sort them by the search ranking.

We named the top N images as “General Key-phrase Images”

IG. Formally,

IG = S(q) = {iG1 , iG2 , . . . , iGN}, (2)

where the function S(·) returns images iGn (n = 1, 2, . . . , N )

retrieved by an image search engine.

By comparing each image iPm ∈ IP with the General Key-

phrase Images IG, the most suitable image ĩP for key-phrase

q of the person-in-focus p is selected as follows:

ĩP = arg max
iPn∈IP

f(iPn , I
G), (3)

where the similarity function f(·, ·) is switched according to

the topic of the key-phrase. The process-flow is shown in

Figure 2.

In the case of the key-phrases concerning profession, since

General Key-phrase Images tend to contain a specific object
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such as a “gold medal”, the similarity function f(·, ·) is

measured using local features. On the other hand, in the case

of key-phrases concerning personal life, since the contents of

General Key-phrase Images tend to be relatively ambiguous,

the similarity f(·, ·) is measured using Visual Concepts [7],

[8], which can represent the target images in a more abstract

fashion. Note that in the case of the key-phrases concerning

childhood, we did not apply the image selection process since

currently we only searched for an image of the birthplace

(usually a place name) of the person-in-focus; The top 1 search

result was selected in this case.

A. Image Selection Using Local Features

If the topic of a given key-phrase q is profession, the most

suitable image ĩP is selected by comparing the similarity of

local features.

Although IG is a set of top-ranked images of the image

search result, they often contain images irrelevant to the query.

Therefore, the method filters out the irrelevant images by

applying mean-shift clustering [9].

Before the clustering, Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) [10] is applied to 2,500 dimensional vectors of scaled-

down 50 pixels square images in IG. These images IG are

compressed to a dimension so that its cumulative contribution

ratio should exceed a threshold, and finally, we obtain filtered

General Key-phrase Images ĨG. We use Oriented Fast and Ro-

tated Brief (ORB) [11] for calculating the similarity between

image iPn and the filtered images ĨG.

As a similarity metric, we use the number of matched

keypoints between the image iPn and each of the filtered image

ĩG ∈ ĨG.

B. Image Selection Using Visual Concepts

If the topic of a given key-phrase q is personal life, the most

suitable image ĩP is selected by comparing the similarity of

the distribution of Visual Concepts detected in the image. Note

that before the image selection, since color information is one

of the most important cues for detecting Visual Concepts ac-

curately, Automatic Image Colorization (AIC) [12] is applied

if images in the search results are in gray scale.

Using Visual Concept detectors, likelihood for each Visual

Concept in an image could be obtained. Here, we consider

that the top U Visual Concepts according to their likelihood

should represent an image. Since the appearance frequency of

each Visual Concept is different among concepts, we weight

each likelihood in a tf-idf [13] manner.

Since the likelihood histogram becomes very sparse only

using the top U Visual Concepts, we expand the vocabulary

with co-occurring terms obtained using Word2Vec. Using

Word2Vec, cooccurring terms of the names of the top U
Visual Concepts can be obtained. For each cooccurring term,

its likelihood is calculated by multiplying the likelihood

of the corresponding Visual Concept and the cooccurrence

probability of the respective cooccurring term. Each image

iPm ∈ IP (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ) is described by using an expanded

histogram of Visual Concepts.On the other hand, General Key-

phrase Images IG are described by an expanded vector of the

sum of all histograms of Visual Concepts extracted from all

images iGn ∈ IG (n = 1, 2, . . . , N ). Let hm′ and h denote

the L1-normalized expanded histograms of Visual Concepts

calculated from an image iPm′ and that of IG, respectively.

The similarity function f(·, ·) is then defined as follows:

f(iPm′ , IG) = 1− (h− hm′)2

maxm(h− hm)2
, (4)

where hm is an expanded histogram of Visual Concepts

extracted from image iPm.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Evaluation of the Image Selection Method

We evaluated the image selection process and confirmed its

effectiveness. For the evaluation, we constructed a dataset that

consists of 32 key-phrases accumulated from the 29 persons

whose professions were expert, public figure, artist, or athlete.

For each key-phrase, four images were retrieved by Mi-

crosoft’s Bing image search3. These sets of four images were

used as the dataset.

The ground-truth was determined by subjective evaluation,

in which twelve male Computer Science major students in

their twenties participated. For each set of four retrieved

images, each subject selected one that he considered the

most appropriate to represent the query. As a result, the ratio

of subjects who considered the image as most appropriate

(hereafter, appropriateness ratio) was given to each image as

the ground-truth.

We selected one image out of each set of four retrieved

images in the dataset by the proposed and the comparative

methods. The results were evaluated as the average appro-

priateness ratio across all key-phrases. Here, if we assumed

that an image with the highest appropriateness ratio should be

selected, the accuracy of the proposed method was 65.9%.

For comparison, we prepared methods that used SIFT [14]

or AKAZE [15] instead of ORB as local feature. We also

prepared methods that do not employ the feature switching

according to the key-phrase topic; One method measured the

similarity using only local feature (ORB) for key-phrases

concerning both profession and personal life, while another

one measured using only Visual Concepts in both cases. As

a baseline, we prepared a simple method that automatically

selects the top 1 image search result. Note that for the Visual

Concept detection, we used the GoogLeNet detector that could

detect 1,000 Visual Concepts [16].

The result of the evaluation is shown in Table I. The

proposed method achieved the highest appropriateness ratio

of 38.8%. From this result, we configured that the feature

switching according to the key-phrase topic was effective and

also ORB was the best local feature to be used.

Examples of successfully selected images by the proposed

method are shown in Figure 3. In the case of Figure 3(a), since

3https://www.bing.com/
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TABLE I
EVALUATION OF THE IMAGE SELECTION METHOD

Method
Average
appropriateness
ratio

Proposed (with ORB and per-topic features) 38.8%
Proposed with AKAZE instead of ORB 27.8%
Proposed with SIFT instead of ORB 25.4%
Proposed with local features (ORB) for both topics 36.8%
Proposed with Visual Concepts for both topics 28.7%
Baseline by selecting the top 1 search result 26.6%

(a) Topic profession

(b) Topic personal life

Fig. 3. Examples of images successfully selected by the proposed method.

the topic of the given key-phrase was profession, local feature

(ORB) was used for the similarity measurement. Meanwhile,

in the case of Figure 3(b), since the topic of the given key-

phrase was personal life, Visual Concepts were used for the

similarity measurement.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an automatic selection method

of Web contents for automatic video biography authoring,

which only requires the name of a person-in-focus as input.

Given a key-phrase and the name of the person, the image

selection process selects an image from Web image search

results, whose visual contents match the key-phrase best.

Future work includes the following items in addition to the

implementation and the evaluation of the key-phrase accumu-

lation and video authoring processes.

• Increasing the number and variety of Visual Concepts that

can be detected.

• Expanding the proposed image selection process to

videos. This could be done with the current method, but

we need to design an efficient method to deal with a large

number of consecutive images that compose a video.

• Refining the image selection process. Although the main

criteria are different between our work and Liu et al.’s

work [4] introduced in Section I, their criterion on “visual

quality” could also be considered in our method.
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